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1. Imposition of

Securities Trans-

action Tax (STT)

1.1 Securities Trans-

actions Tax (STT)

has been imp-

osed recently by

Finance Act 2004

on all Capital Market transac-

tions through stock exchanges at

the following rates:

1.2 Moreover, in case of assessees

who are showing sale & pur-

chase of securities as business

and therefore income is from

business, would be eligible for

setoff of STT paid against nor-

mal tax. Detailed records of

transaction taxes collected and

paid will be maintained by the

Stock Exchanges. Amount col-

lected during a month is to be

deposited by the Stock

Exchange or the mutual fund

by 7th of the next month.

1.3 World over, wherever such

transaction taxes had been

imposed, turnover has nose-

dived. Not only the impact cost

has increased but also the price

discovery mechanism itself has

got distorted. Various studies

show that in

capital mar-

ket, out of 10

persons only

3 persons

make overall

profit during

an account-

ing period,

whereas 7

p e r s o n s

make overall losses.

Imposition of such tax would

only add to their woes. Most of

the developed countries in

America and Europe, there-

fore, have abolished this tax. 

Most of the Asian developing

countries, which are continuing

with this tax, are heavily depen-

dent upon foreign investment.

FIIs are not comfortable with

the prevalent taxation structure

flooded with too many discre-

tions, deductions and elbow-

room for assessing officers.

1.4 Thus, this simple, transparent

and up-front taxation structure,

though presumptive in nature, is

finding favour with them.

Moreover, with the imposition

of Unique Client Code System

of SEBI and its latest initiative

in the form of (MAPIN DATA-

BASE) under SEBI (Capital

Database of Market Part-

icipants) Regulations 2003,

tracking of transaction is very

easy. Consolidated position of a

particular code (person) is read-

ily available not only to SEBI

for monitoring the free flow of

transactions in capital market

but would also help taxation

authorities to unearth eligible

assessee not filing Income Tax

return. Since investors’ com-

plete details including PAN,

depository account, and Bank

account are readily available

with the exchanges, the evasion

or shifting of tax may be a

remote possibility. However,

India probably will continue to

suffer the pangs of this tax being

a developing economy without

an effective direct tax system.

(The  author is a member of the

Institute. He can be reached at

solutions@farsightshares.com)

Contemporary

issues in Indian

Capital Market

N.C.

Maheshwari

S.No. Nature of transaction Rate Payable by

1. Purchase or sale of security 0.075% Purchaser 

or units through exchange and seller

which are settled by deliveries both

2 Sale of security or units through 0.015 Seller

exchange which are settled 

otherwise  than deliveries

3. Sale of derivatives 0.01 Seller

4. Sale of unit or equity oriented 

fund to the mutual fund 0.15 Seller



2. Pro-Trade: - Accounting and

Compliance issues

Increase in capital market turnover

has changed the market paradigm.

Majority of brokers are specializing

in arbitrage. They carry on their

own trade at thin margin and spread. 

2.1 All this is now bringing out the

following issues to the forefront:

● Under present system of self-

trading individual members

engage 30 to 40 employees/

jobbers who do pro-trading

from multiple terminals. Some

times, same terminal may be

shared by one or more

employees.

● To ensure business effi-

ciency, employees are suit-

ably rewarded. The manage-

ment, therefore, allows each

employee to share with him

profit/losses in a pre-deter-

mined ratio. 

● To know employee-wise posi-

tion, multiple pro-accounts

have to be opened in back

office in which profit or loss

on transactions are posted.

● Reward paid to employees is

debited to that particular

pro-account or loss recov-

ered from employees is

credited to that account.

● Balance of all the pro-

accounts at the close of the

year would be the net

profit/loss of the member

from his own operations.

2.2 The above business practices

require re-look from regulatory

point of view and it would be in

the interest of capital market if

following doubts are clarified

and practices are standardized. 

● Whether sharing of profits in

pro-accounts with employ-

ees can be done on the basis

of agreement between mem-

ber and the employee? 

● As this arrangement does

not require any sharing of

brokerages, whether sepa-

rate registration as sub-bro-

ker/authorized person is

required?

● Whether maintenance of

multiple pro-accounts in

back office of a member is

advisable?

● Whether the position would

be different if profits are

shared with non-employees

who conduct market research

and are being rewarded on

the basis of profitability, after

deducting taxes etc?

2.3 Possibilities are to be explored

for a new category of stockbro-

kers with fewer regulations who

are allowed to do only the pro-

trade and not the client trade.

2.4 All the multiple employees/ job-

bers are using the same pro-code

at the time of entering the order in

exchange terminals. Therefore,

jobbers-wise individual posi-

tions are not available from

Exchange records. Thus, profit of

individual jobbers can be manip-

ulated. It is suggested that all job-

bers/employees in pro-trade are

allowed to have a separate code
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STOCK BROKERS

● Maintaining com-

plete details of clients

● To ensure code wise

trade and its settle-

ment

● Collection of tax

from traders

● Remittance of tax to

stock exchange

STOCK EXCHANGE

● Assimilation and

compilation of data

● Collection of tax thr-

ough stock brokers

● Remittance of tax to

the exchequer.

● Prompt transmission

of data to SEBI and

tax authorities.

INVESTORS

● No tax on long term

capital gains.

● Reduced/lower tax on

short term capital gains

● Set off against busi-

ness income

● Presumptive tax par-

ticularly to investors

who suffer loss.

SEBI

● Monitoring and sur-

veillance of capital

market

● To ensure free flow

of Market transac-

tions

● Check on transac-

tions in concert or in

cartel.

Taxation Authorities

● Transparent &

Online method of

estimation of tax

● Speedy collection of

tax

● Automatic check on

tax evasion.

1.5 Paradigm shift upon imposition of Securities Transactions Tax (STT)

is depicted in table ‘A”. 

Table ‘A’

Paradigm shift Upon Imposition of securities Transaction Tax



number for entering the orders so

that code-wise positions in pro-

trade are also available.

3. Evolution of Alternative

Trading System (ATS)

3.1 Technological developments

are likely to make it possible for

the investors not only to by-pass

the intermediaries but also the

stock exchanges, SEBI and all

its regulations or any other reg-

ulator.  Counter parties save on

brokerages, NSE turnover

charges, NSCCL clearing

charges, stamp duty, service tax,

etc. Funds managers are under

tremendous pressure of maxi-

mization of returns to funds

holders. Therefore, they have to

look for cutting cost and would

have to promote ATS. This sys-

tem already exists in India in its

primitive form in case of foreign

exchange dealing. Some of the

world’s largest brokers like

ICAP plc. are already having

this system running in some

parts of the world and very soon

may be operative in India.

3.2 Once the stock exchanges are

scared of business by-passing

them, they have to come up with

alternative products. No longer

they would be able to afford

shutting its eyes towards foreign

exchange, commodities, debt,

risk trading etc. Thus, there

would be a shift in the market

paradigm, which would trans-

form convergence at market par-

ticipants level. Exchange and

brokers both would not remain

confined to shares broking, but

would embark upon a new race

for product differentiation and

innovation. Thus, stock

exchanges and stockbrokers

would become exchanges and

brokers only providing all ser-

vices under one roof. 

3.3 The onset of technology makes it

possible that traders or investors

execute their trade themselves.

Gateways available with bank

and depositories are efficient

enough to check the availability

of funds in buyers’ accounts and

availability of securities in sell-

ers’ DP account. Why two par-

ties (buyers/seller) trade through

the broker? Mainly because it is

the broker who is assuming

counter party risk and ensures

the settlement of obligations of

both the parties. Once settlement

of obligations are ensured by the

automation, role of brokers

would be minimal.
The working of Alternative trading

System (ATS) has been depicted in

Table-‘B’
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Fund "A"

(Seller)➮
Puts a message  on his

site for availability of "y"
securities at price "x"

Fund "B"

(Buyer)➮
Evincing interest in buy-

ing of shares. Places an order
for buying on seller's site.

ATS software will confirm the
availability of securities from seller 

DP account and balances in 
bank account of buyer 

ATS software generates  
2 escrow accounts; one of seller  
"for securities" and the other of 

buyer "for funds"

ATS software will flash a message 
on the screen of both the buyer and seller to
re-confirm their willingness.

Upon re-confirmation of willingness by both the
parties, ATS software will settle the obligations
of both the parties instantly and simultaneously

End

Evolution of Alternative Trading System

Table ‘B’



4. Convergence of clearing cor-

porations

4.1. Clearing corporations of

future would be detached

from the exchanges. All clear-

ing corporations would be

able to clear and settle the

trades across all the

exchanges and one broker

would be able to use NSCCL

for its obligation on

B S E / N S E / F o r e i g n

Exchange /Commodi t ies

Exchanges or vice-versa.

This would enable the clear-

ing corporation to know bro-

kers’ exposure across all the

exchanges on real time basis

and would ensure better risk

management. To the partici-

pants, it would offer wider

choices at competitive cost.

Similarly, the clearing mem-

bers would become a distinct

entity and would act as a mini-

clearing corporation with a

different structure of refi-

nance available to them. Even

the ATS discussed earlier

would like to employ clearing

members to ensure settle-

ments.

5. Emergence of qualified

investors and hedge funds

5.1. Globally, the hedge funds

industry is expected to be of

$700 billion with participa-

tion of over 7000 funds. In

India, although there are no

such funds as yet, we are com-

ing across various media

reports giving details of such

offshore funds operating in

India through FIIs and partic-

ipatory notes route. Important

point to note here is that hedge

funds are largely unregulated

amalgam of investors funds

and as such are not to be con-

fused with hedging mecha-

nism available in the capital

market by financial engineer-

ing. Investors sometimes feel

that hedge funds are funds

that probably assess their

potential loss and hedge them

completely and thus provide

them greater security.

However, this is not the truth.

For example, in case of

depressing bear environment,

hedge funds can give a decent

return by shorting the posi-

tions but mutual funds cannot

give returns if Sensex is going

down continuously. Mutual

funds are NAV/based prod-

ucts whereas hedge funds are

skill-based products. These

funds work under very flexi-

ble and light regulations and

are in a better position to offer

greater return on investments.

Since these funds are man-

aged without transparent

mechanism, investors have to

be very cautious while partic-

ipating in these funds.

5.2. Other differences between

mutual funds and Hedge

funds are:

5.3 Presently, no regulating
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Nature Mutual Funds Hedge Funds

a) Participation Largely by retail investors who themselves

are not having the skills for direct invest-

ment in stock market. 

This is the investment vehicle for high net worth

investors, who are expected to have the necessary

skills for direct market intervention and have

capacity to withstand losses also.

b)  Constitution Registered as investment companies and

as funds with regulators.

Large partnership firms or unincorporated enti-

ties without registration.

c)  Regulations Restrictions on short selling, speculative

activities, products, disclosure norms, etc.

No such restrictions.

d)  Liquidity Highly liquid and generally open-ended.

Hence redemption is possible at any time. 

Generally with lock-in period so that even funds

can sense opportunities in illiquid securities and

turn up cases.

e)  Public subscription Very little money is invested by invest-

ment manager or the promoter. Funds are

raised from public.

Private participation of funds with involvement

of promoter's own funds also.



mechanism is available in

India and there is no distinc-

tion between mutual funds

and hedge funds. However,

under US laws qualified

investors and large institu-

tions who are supposed to

have discerning skills to man-

age their funds are allowed to

have investments in unregu-

lated funds or even in non-US

hedge funds registered in off-

shore tax haven. 

5.4 Most of European economies,

Singapore and Hong Kong

have already allowed hedge

funds to operate. It is very

likely that hedge funds have

already been started in India

under the guise of mutual ben-

efit/Nidhi Companies or even

as partnerships. “How these

are regulated in India” may be

a question of the present and

not of the future.

6. Pre-inspection and outsourc-

ing of compliances

Complexities of modern busi-

ness environment need more

flexible yet complex financial

products to have a balance

between the specific need of

industry and investor. The

industry wishes to have the

combination in such a manner

that it reduces its cost of capital

to minimum whereas the

investor is fascinated by the

fatal attraction of the hype and

greed and wishes to have the

maximum. This paradox is

partly resolved by the Capital

appreciation available to the

shareholders, which does not

result into direct cost to the

issuers. Thus the hard-earned

money of investors is being

used by others without any

direct recourse. Therefore, it is

obligatory on the government

to ensure fair treatment to this

factor of production.

Unfortunately some recent

scams have shaken the confi-

dence of market participants. If

these are to be won back it can

be through better corporate

governance and disclosures.

These have resulted into new

vistas of professional opportu-

nity to Chartered Accountants.

The large number of complex

compliances cannot be looked

after by entrepreneur himself

and probably outsourcing of

compliance in the shape of pre-

inspection may be the order of

the day. Very soon groups of

professionals will sense this

big opportunity and will

emerge as firms specializing

not only in global accounting

standard but global capital

market compliances and regu-

lations also.
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Globally, the hedge funds

industry is expected to be of

$700 billion with participa-

tion of over 7000 funds. In

India, although there are

no such funds as yet we are

coming across various

media reports giving details

of such offshore funds oper-

ating in India through FIIs

and participatory notes

route. Most of European

economies, Singapore and

Hong Kong have already

allowed hedge funds to

operate. It is very likely

that hedge funds have

already been started in

India under the guise of

mutual benefit/Nidhi

Companies or even as part-

nerships. “How these are

regulated in India” may be

a question of the present

and not of the future.

World over, wherever such transaction taxes

had been imposed, turnover has nose-dived. Not

only the impact cost has increased but the price

discovery mechanism itself has got distorted.

Various studies show that in Capital Market, out

of 10 persons only 3 persons make overall profit dur-

ing an accounting period, whereas 7

persons make overall losses.


